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language from the perspective of teacher atd chi d in an attempt to

discern the important ingredients in a model bili guzl bicultural .

program. The.following paper attempts to.6xamine the studies in this

area in order to draw some conclusions which Will ultimately affect

educational policy.

\
TEACHER ATTITUDE\STUDIES

Evaluative reactions toward speakers of yariOus languages and dialects

haVe been widely stUdied during the last fifteen years. In 1960 Lambert

and his colleagues used the match guised tedhpique.to compare reactiohs to

two languages, English and French. This technique consists of utilizing

two distinct sample speech paterns from the same individual which are

pr6ported to be from two different individuals. It is an'effective way

to elicit attitudinal responses from subjects in an experimental setting.

They found that the subjective evaluacions of speech are affected by associa-

tions made with stereotypes held.about.the Majority and minority language

CS
groups. Canadian French speakers agreed with English speakers in rating'theirV
awn language lower on most personality traits. The French subjects evaluated

Na the English guises of the speaker significantly more favorably than French

guises forthe following ten traits: height, good looks, leadership, intelligence,

self confidence, dependabilitY, ambition, sociability, character and likeability.

A similar matched guised 1..echnique Uas used for Arabic and Hebrew (Lambert,

Ani,.ifeld, and Yeni-Komshian 1965).

* /.
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The results ot this study indicated that evaluation of language are usually

not lo.3-allable to conscious elicitation, but are-readily and consistently

expressed in personality judgements about different speakers,

Tucker and Lambert (1969) study tend to support the previous findings.

.Their study showed that Southern Blacks have more.favorable impressions

of people who Ilse what some linguists refer to as Standard Network Style
c,

English than they do of those who speak with their own style. However, the

findings did indicate that the interviewees were more impressed.with

their own style that they were with the speech of educated Southern

Whites and of Blacks who try to become a "white" in their speech by

exaggerating the nonblack features and over corecting their verbal output.

These studies illustrate the phenomena of social stereotyping. That

is, certain language or speech characteristics are associated by the listeners

1

with personality traits, sOcial statue, educational backgrounds,' and even

the appearance of the.speakers. These matched guised tests do not,contrast

individual features f language, but rather they record undifferentiated

responses to the' language or dialect as a whole.

The area ok language attitudes has become a vital component of sociolinguis

tics research. In New York City, for example, Labov (1966) -ound that

tocially stratified dialect characteristics serve as cues when iisteners

attempt to guess the occupations of speakers. In Detroit, Sli-Uy afid his colleagues

(1967) found 4 high degree of correct identification of speaker't race and

social status.based upon as few as 30 seconds of recorded speech. Williams

(1970). has been concerned with teachers reaction to speech. In his work he

attempts to link attitudes and other behaviors in the following-matter



in a situation:(1)speech type serve as social identifiers (2)these elicit

stereotypes held by ourselves and others.(including Ones of ourselves)

-(3)we tend to behave in accord with.these stereotypes ane, nus (4)translate

our attitudes into a social ireality. (p. 474)

.He found that teachers, when listening to a sample of children's'speech,

used,-two underlying dimensios to make judgements about children's

social,status: "confidence e4gerness" largely a measure of fluency,

intrersely 'related to incidence of silent pauSing, nd "ethnicity-nonstandardness"

sounding ethnic and non-standard in ones use of English. Williams derived

these dimensions from his previous study (1970b).

The technique implemented to arrive at these semantic differential scale&

was to.present small groups of respondents with audio tape or videotape

speech samples and then to get people to comment.freely upon their impressions

of the samples. The respondents were teachers or student-teachers and the

samples were from school children. The teachers were asked to give their

opinions concerningithe child's progress in school, what they thought of his

edUcational background, and how they perceived his speech and language. From

these questions Williams was able to derive and identify adjectives that

teachers frequentiy used in talking about children as well as the particular

referends to which these adjectives were applied. The referents were

ethnicity--nonstandard and confidence--eagerness. For example:

The child seems:
hesistant

The child's family is probably:
low'social status

:high social status



The speech.samples used im this study,were excerpts frowthe children's

responses to standard questions in an interview sitUation. The content

of die samples was not Controlled, consequently what was said by the

child, how the message was organized; ald errors in syntax"coU14-have

affected the teachers' judgments: confidence-eagerness in speech 'WAS

related to the perception of the child as reticent and unsure inthe

interview speech situation. Williams found that chariteristics that

underlie ethnicity tiete deviations from standard English such as non-

standard syntactic construction, e.g., (He be going), and onstandard

pronunciation o selected phonemes. Perceiving a child as unconfident--
0

reticent andonstandard in his/her English wa associated with judging

him to be of low social class Or "sounding diSadvantaged."

It should be noted that Williams does account for culturally

different behaviora17attitudinal factors that might affect a chiles

speech.sample. For example,' how' the child perceived the interviewer

may have affected his taped sample; Nor does he conclusively relate

teaCher attitudes to a child's speech as affecting the outcome--the

chiles learning. However,.there does seem to be.a relationship between

a child's speech characteAstics and the teacher's impressions of him,

even though in Williams stndies the speech samples were not equated for

content.

Taylor (1972) also eXamined teacher attitudes toward student

speech. He attempted to assess teacher attitudes toward language differences

apecifically related to black English by use of a Likert.-type scaring

instrument. This measurement has four content categories with regard

4.
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to black Engil0 and non-standard dialects: (1) their structure

and inherent usefulness (2) the consequences of using and accepting

theM in the educational setting (3) the philosophies concerning the

use and acceptance (4) cognitive and intellectual abilities of the

eakers. Ihe scele,was administer nationally, to teachers 60

the\data was analyzed with the following teacher variables in mind:

geogtaphical location, sex, race, fielel(s) of college degree(s), number

of years teaching experience, grade assignment, racial composition

of school and parent's education.
%

The most interesting outcome of this study was the variation of

teacher attitude toward the preceding content categories Of non-standard

arid bla6k Englis Consequently, teachers did.not appear to have a single,

generic attitud toward dialecta but rather differing attitudes depending

upon the particular aspect of the dialect in question. For example, in

content areas that did not have to do with the,structure of non-standard

and black dialects, the majority of teachers revealed positive to neutral

.

opinions. By.contrast, in the area pertaining to structure, the opinions

were evenly distributed. Taylor concluded that American teachers on

the whole, we favorably disposed toward language variation, although

.fhey do.express some negative attitudes. Another finding of interest

was that the number-of years teaching experience was themost important

biographical variable which.actounted for teacher difflrences. Those
-77

tedthers with three to fiVe years teaching experience had significantly

more positilie attitudes twoard dialect variations than tqachers who

were\ just beginning their careers.or those with ten or more years
\

ekperience.
\



LaMbert and his colleagues (1972) sought to explore the influence

df speech style in relation to other personal cues on the fw..mation of

,teachers' expectations of pupil behavior... They used compositions, drawings,

photographs and speech samples from third grade boys. The materials were

evaluated by several groups of student teachers. This was followed by

another evaluation by a second group of student teachers. They i?ere

asked to give an impression of each child, using all possible Combinations
6

of the materials (draWings, speech sample, etc). Lambert predicted that

speech style would.have a powerful effect upon,the teacher's evaluation

of each child even with other cues to consider. The results showed

that those boys with good voices (as defined, by cqmponents of speech

'style; pronunciation, speed, intonation, pitch, quality, kand individual.

40

char.tcteristics) were evaluated more favorably thanthoselwiTh poor

vdices. Speech style was'important and its effect did noi'diminish

even when combined 'with other cues. 4It is important to ncte that

teachers perceptions were not only dependent upon one cue because

cues other than speech showed their eff,.!cr.

1

In a'study that presented student teachers with videotaped.

side views of children, Williams (1971) attempted to show how

stereotypes affected evaluations. Audio tapes of'the,standard English

passage were dubbed Onto the videotapes of the children froth the three

ethnic groups. He found that the same speech sample was rated quite

differently depending upon which ethnic guise Was presented. Consequently,

the black child with a standard English sound tratk was rated As'more

7ethnic-nonstandare" than was the Anglo child. The Mexican American child

6.



was rated as-markedly less "confident-eager" The implication is

that the visual image of the child on the videotape triggered a cue

in the perceiver pf that type of child. This elicited a stereOtype,

and the presentation was judged relative to that stereotype. Williams

concluded:

persons tend to employ stereotyped sets of attitudes as ,

anchor points for their evaluation of whatever is presented
to them as a sample of a person's speech. (p. 254)

His research is limited by the factors of "ethnicity non-standardness

, and confidence eagerness and also small sample sizd.

In a studyTwhich eSsentially replicates Lambert's work, Aria's (1976)'

studied
.

the sate variable with regard Xo the spoken English of Mexican

Aierican children. She used Photographs of the students, sPeech samples,

Of standard American English and non-standard ethnic: (where some Spanish

lexical items were present) and dtawings froin the third. grade- Mexican

American boys. The resultS otthis study indicate that the student
\

\

teachers evaluated more favorably those students whose voice quality was

good. Additionally, the boY's speech sample (where the ethnic non-standard

was compared to the ctandard AMerican English) was found to be important
H

in coMbination with other cues.,

-Another related study found that ,itandard American Erglish

intonation, possible language pathologies and predictions of reading

achieVement were areas which 7./ield low reliability even euLJng the

"experts" (Natalicio and Williams 1972).. Their work with Mexican American

children indicates that the inability of experts to predict reading

7.



samples of students' speech shou34 serve as a cautionary signal toteachers
4-

:tolimit any assumptions of a stude:It's ability which are based solely-

on oral language production.

These studies show that evaluative reactions are made given certain

speech samPles.. Additionally, itcan.be concluded that teachers tendto

give stareotypical evaluations when confronted with'different cues (speech

style, videotapes, drawins, and compositions). However, the research

has yet t6 provide conclusive data to'substantiate the underlying 4,4ssuMption

of these research studies, i.e., that teacher's attitudes affect the

performance_ of the child: More sPecifically, that the teacher's attitudes

tward the
,

Speech of the child will sfffect his 2earning potential. It would

be useful. to conduct a study to determine, if in fact, there is a direct

relationhiP beiween teacher attitude'and student Orformance. This hypothesis

\
1

has been Presented before (Beez 1968; Rosenthal, Jacobson 1968; MeichenbaqM,

Bower and\Ross 1969), however, certain methodological.problms in.the resesehC

,

design have raised.questions concerning the validity and generalilabiliy of

the data.

'CHILD ATTI4UDE STUDIES

The preceding section of this,papechas been.con erned with research

related to teachers' evaluative judgments of children'ó speech.. This section

Will review the prominent researchtlealing with the child's attitude toward

the language and culture in a secondlanguage learning situation. It is

iMportant to'examine those;Contexts which maAMize the Child's opportunity

C.



for language learning outside of his/her initial lang6age learning exp ,eienec

/

In their coMptehena'Ne study of language efrning GaidnerAnd,,---7

,

Social.psychologists that s cess.in/

mastering a foreign lang would.x.depepid not oplyy,

on intellectual cabs y languageiaptitud-/but'.
also on the lea er'..0 pereption of/the othr/e.thno-*
linguist roup involve , his:att tes t/'ard'rep-
res,entatiVes of thatagrpUp, and: s wiilipgneaS to

,-.1-cienrify enough tp ad:60 tive as CtA of
behavior, linguistic/and non-Inguisti , that

eharacterize that -7f,er grou )

/ /

Lambert view:, the, -learning/6f a secp d 1/zing ,e in much thc

.

Lambert (1972) hbve stresaed tbe attitudinal facet of motiva,io<. //

same way that Mowrer .(1960) viewafirst language g. They would

agree that this is Motivated bY a basic.4esireAo comm nicate with, to

become similar to. and.to be a part.of the A:yes of va.ued people in

onc!s environmv.:, first family:Members-aind then others the ljnguistic.

community. Expanding this to second nguage acquisition, Lambert

,postulates tiiat the succeSSfuly lea,ner of a second language also has

to identify:with members of anotr linguistic-cultural group and e

willing to tai.e on'very subtlelaspects of their behaviori including ,their

distinctive style of speech ' d theirlanguage. Studies at McGill University

have suppozted Lambert's et/al. theory of theaocial-psyChological aspects

of i guage learning. yhid theory States thrt an individual successfully/

acAiiring a second language gradually adopts various aSpecte of behavior

i h characterize members of another linguistio-cultural group. The'

//
learner's ethnocentric tendencies, his/her attitudes towrd the other

group; and orientation toward language learning are believed to/regulate

or control one's motivation tO learn arid ultimately the succeSs or failure,

it mastering the new language. The learner's orientationxis thought of



being "instrumental" in from: pUrpoves'oi.14nguage :54034 ieflect a

moreotilatarian view towards thi. lans.Usge,such getting ahead, itt Prk4j'''5

occupation,,:&nd 1integrative 1/ the student is oriented to to, learn more
.

41

ahoui the other, cul tura I. co=un ity as I f he desitad tp hecof*e a memer of

it.
__

This theory was tes/ed in three -.egional settings of theVnite.1

States; Maine, Connecticut)/ and New Orleans. English speaking American

high sFhtiol' tudentsstedyIng French ,in the bicultural communitiel; of
1 --

/Louisiana and. Maine where the friench language-and traditions are still
.

alive.-were compared with' students.ian a,typical.ly American community

/ I '.,
in Connecticut, where stUdents studying French hsve the European French

!

peoplo a44 a 'refcrence group. The variable examined were intelligence-
(

aptitude and attitudinial-molational factors. The bicUltural' iettiags
..

permitted the Investi, ts to exmlne the role or, attitudes working
.

in two way,52.--titudinal disposition of American at+nts toward
' \

linguistic minority groups in their, imMudiate envitonMentt and the atti-

tudes of members of the cultural minoritY group toward the general.

culture about them. A different attaudinal foundation for the des,ite,

,learn French was found in each setting in,4ouislana, motivation

appeared to be derived from a strong parental Ancouragementand personal

satisfaction for 'the student himself in his attempt to learn the language.

In Maine the motivation seemed xo be fosterled by the students' identification.

with their French teacher. In Connectieyi the Students had a strong

\

Integrative orientation toward the study Of the language,

The Trench Americans in Maine, wiih a strong instrumental'\
. 1



9,
'orientation tcward'french, coupled with earent:Al critwOurark!=vn( 116 do

demonstrated 0,1,:ttafultng skills vArit1,1.i5 43.4r.ct$ of Frene.h.

supported in,i,trumentaE 4pproavh 0.f.:7ers- the French-American

:of becoming bicultural. Th.1 French Amer:an students in Loon:Iona with.

patticuiar1ylavornhIo-:attitudes twoard their own cultural group, along

with competence ...tn werl outf.:,,tandin on ,!.,arious.measures proficiency

in-French. Thi:; would scigit 174at. French-Amertcans who are content and

comfortable with both facets .1.9f their cultural and.lingeIRtic heritage are,

-7psyChologically free to betoAc fon 10.ingools".

1972, p'....13b),

(1...arrt td Gardnet. :

:he risearch in the area of pupils' attitudes in a biling:p1

environment suggests that age if3 an :r4-orrant ;mi.!

Lambert (1964) studied the- Att.ifinie of' ten-year-old French C...inadian

children . and found.no preference for th*4'EngIisheaking guises,. Th1;.

.was clearly -in contrast to Lambert, Hodg.s,on, et! al. (1960) who found

such a preferencmong adult Trench Canadians. Antsfeld and Lanbert

contend that children at this age hay.). not- yet developed thi.3.type of

lang.Uage preference based on the values of the majority language group.
N

\

This hypothesis Is supported bv a study conducted in Wales (Sharp, The,ws,

Franc L 157.1)' . The results of theix study'shc,w an inversc. relation-

ship betwzen age and positive attudes toward Welah, i.e., as WeI6h chil,dren

gei older their.attitude.toward Welsh tends to become less positive while

their attitude,taward.English becemls mpre positive. -"Ihre.was significant
.

interaction between, sex and age;;1..e.i girls.favored Welsh more than boys,

althoUgh there wail no sex difference in attitudes towareEoglish.

11.
L
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.;,The-Work of Schneiderman (1975) ith French:Canadian sch661 :
-,

\ ...-.,
.

z,

children tends.; to dispute the aforethentioned:hypotheses... ae'r'stigiy-i4as ;

designecr' tp determine the developteent of( the'langbage.and ethnie- attitudes'

)

of children in the assimilative stage. She-hypothesized, that the older

children in the sample would exhibit more favorable attitudes toward the

English culture, as exemplified by an English speaking puppet than the

younger- chi1dren.-7 assuMptioa vas based-en the empiri'cal observation

of the children is language :behavior; 'that is; the 'sixth :grade childien.

Speak -more' English than-Ithe kindergirten" children Also, according to

4 ' .. ..
,

.
.

inority-,0.110bort (1964) m..grodp childt-en in early adolescence reject their

. ,

POn group -and- adopt the.:Values of the majority culture- Tho,results' of

rhe ruj caMpletely ontradiCted hen hypothesis, paiticularly in the
-

case of- the Males: The.older groups of -Males -attained a considerably
1

higher'percentage of. 061 liossibIe score poisitthan. the youngei group,

c

indicat ing a- more favorable at tf tude to the -French - puppet than that shOved

bv the kinderiorten bo.s 'Die kindergarten boys have a rather neutral

reaction to the puppets., although they tend to:lean very.slightly in

.

'favor of the English puppet..The femalea are equally faVorable to the

French puppet in kindergarten and- sixtbNrade. .Femalea4exhibit greater

-

preference, for the PrInch pOppet than males, except in 'the third and fourth

grades. The sixth .grade boys have almost the same level of preference for

1"44i6,"
the French pupPet as .the sixth grade glrls.

=

Schneiderman -conclu-des:

The implicat ion lor future. research with -ethnic

minorities is.tharl'a differentiation ok language

and 'eihnoattltUdea- will lave to be .considered

tiS 'an integral Part:of the experimental design.
_ .
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The-ouXcome of.such research will lead to a clearer
notion of :.the relationship between the pragmatic and
emotive motivations for-language:choice by bilinguals;
And may Contribute to.a better understanding'of the
distinctionbetween integrative and inatrumental
motivations in'setond-language learning.

-It is evident froM the existing reseatCh that'many qUeSticna

remain unanswered in this area. Further investigation is necesSar
/-

in a variety Of settings for this.research has implications for both

bilingual education and second language leatning.

IMPLICATIONS..FOR BIL4NC4JAL:BICULTURAL EptiCATIOr

RaMirez arid Castaneda (1974) support tile theory of cultural

'democracy as an integral component fez. L.J.1 ,iassrooms, particularly

With regard to the bicUItural child's abilJtS, to mmi-imizehis/her learning

,potential.. They speak of the goals of cUltural democracy as being

"the ability to function effectively in add the resSibility ta

contribute-to rievelopments in be.th oultural worlds." Another goal ot,

a bicultural education program is bicultural identity wherein the child

has been able to explore both of the cultures-in the school, and the

.
socialization praCtices-of each pertaining to cultural values, language

and heritage, teaching slyles. The integrative orienCation to language

/earning and cultural democracy are clearly.interrelated.

The evidence that a bilingual-bicultural program can affect

the attitudes Of the'biCulttlial child is shown in the work of Politzer

and Ramirez (1973). They asked third grade children to respond on a

sematic differential scale to three variations of accented English ant!

one Spanish guise.' Interestingly, they found that,

\ \
,

I 13.
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Mexican American' childreri 'in.the bilingual g;thool

have a positive attitude-taward Spanish and Spanish

sOeaking people that ls abSept among the 1ex..1,can

Americans in the monolingual school. (p, 11)

In an effort to assess the extent of culture. hez-erogimity both

between and within the Anglo and Mexican American clinic groups, Arias

(1975) developed the Cultural Identification"Scale (CIS). bne

-

the.responses of fourth and sixth graders participating in state i'mded

bilingual Spanish/English programs throughout CalifFnie ar,d found'that

they fell into three distinct categories of.culturaCidentifiration;

(1) Traditional Anglo)meriCan, (2) BiCultural (boill tilglo and Mexican

. .

-?..value systems, and (3) -traditional Mexican. While children o!. "with etZinic.
.

groups.were distributed within the three categories, intragroup variAbility

was-iore evident within the Mexican-ethnic group. Approximately 33%

of the Itlexican students identified with the traditional Mexican culture.

Hawevet, 51%'of this group ha.] adopted some of the Anglo Cultural values

as etkemplified by the Cl:, while retainjiz nme of their own traditional

c.,Atural values. The results also indicatEo that 16% of the Mexican

children identified completely with the trad4tiongl Anglo American

culture The overwhelming maiorit:, of ts.c.o American children :dentiff.ed

with the traditional Anglo culture. Interestingly, an analysis of the

data by Subscale indicatnd chA th. Anglo A.:lexicon grLup !-ended to stay

well within-the limt,ts wh-L e -.ailed the Anglo cuit--al boundaries.

The Mexitan group, an,tne ott- har.1, t;?..nued to ..anre..7.within the T!'cultural

category, expressing identification with both cultural groups. Aring'.
7

study underscores !..he -.-leed tor educators to cait;> into account che :atero-

geneity of atudents 17om all cultural grocps. She zolzcludes by stating:

/

;4.



"Traditional culture has its place in the classroom, but not at the

expense of creating Misleading stereotypes."

The research indicates that the inclusion of a policy of cultural

democracy in the classroom will enhance the development of positive

"integrative" attitudes toward both curtures on the part of the participating

students. If they view the other community with favor, it is predictable

that they will do well in their attempts at second language learning.

Complementing this approach would be the manner in which the program is

conducted. The teacher's attitudes are of.relevance here- How does

she/he present the two languages? Are they both given equal status?

The learning environment for maximizing the child's progress'in. a

bilingual-bicultural or second language learning program are influenced

by two complementary fa!ztors..The challenge for educators is to provide

the "ambiente" where the child's attitudes and the teachers attitudes

toward each other's language and culture are given positive value, status,

and importance. This environment is an important step in creating

positive learning experiences for all children.

16
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